
They’ve updated their eyewear.

You’ve updated your vision.

www.kamra.com

The KAMRA inlay is designed to improve functional near vision, either reducing or eliminating the need for 
reading glasses. You may need magnification in dim lighting conditions, performing near tasks for a prolonged 
period, or reading tiny print. KAMRA, the KAMRA logo, KAMRA Vision and REJUVENATING EVERYDAY 
VISION are trademarks of AcuFocus, Inc. © 2012 AcuFocus, Inc. All rights reserved.            MK-854 Rev A
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I can now see again without needing 

glasses or contact lenses. This is one 

of the most wonderful things that’s ever 

happened to me. It’s simply amazing.

          – K. S., KAMRA VisionTM Patient
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Look Younger.
Feel Younger.
See Younger.



KAMRA Vision restores 
your near vision

The key to KAMRA Vision technology  
is the KAMRATM inlay. Smaller and 
thinner than a contact lens, the inlay is  
a film-like ring with an opening in the center. It rests under the 
surface of your cornea. By concentrating light coming into your eye, 
near and intermediate vision are restored.

KAMRA Vision makes life feel natural again

With everything once again in sharp focus, it’s easy to read the 
paper over tea. You can check email without struggling. Reading 
your mobile phone is a snap. With KAMRA Vision, you can look 
younger, feel younger and see younger. 

Don’t wait any longer to restore your near vision. Ask your doctor for 
a KAMRA Vision consultation today!

              Maybe it’s time for KAMRA VisionTM

Why your near 
vision is now blurry

Blurry reading vision first 
becomes noticeable in your 
40s. The technical term is 
presbyopia (prez-bee-OH-pee-
ah). It is not dangerous, but it 
can be aggravating. 

The lens in your eye is stretchy 
and flexible. With time, lens material stiffens. It can’t bend into the 
right shapes to bring close objects into focus. To compensate, you 
end up moving objects further away at just the right distance to 
focus. This is why you start holding reading materials at arm’s length.

You don’t have to live with blurry vision. KAMRA Vision is the proven 
solution to restore crisp, clear reading vision while maintaining 
excellent distance vision.

BEFORE: When the natural focusing ability of the eye diminishes,
near vision becomes blurry.
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KAMRA Inlay   Contact Lens

AFTER: With the KAMRA inlay, unfocused light is blocked, 
making near vision clear.


